
Grow your business with

for MSPs

Safewalk is designed for seamless white label integration 
and reduced operational cost

Safewalk is meticulously designed to ensure maximum flexibility 
and effortless integration into your cloud infrastructure or 

software.

Looking for a way to enhance your cloud infrastructure or software and provide your 
clients with cutting-edge IAM solution for Onboarding, Access and Transactions 

security?

Safewalk provides a comprehensive identity and access lifecycle from secure 
onboarding, a range of multi-factor authentication methods, single sign-on, 

transaction signature, digital signatures, and secure messaging.

With your brand identity
Under your full control, to adapt it to your needs
Minimizing operational overhead and cost
With a consumption-based model to scale as you need
With our dedicated support and unwavering agility, we are committed to assisting
you in enhancing the platform to meet your evolving needs
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Contact us
Discover how Safewalk can greatly enhance your cloud services and

 improve customer satisfaction. Contact us to know more and discuss synergies:

partner@altipeak.com +41 21 508 70 05  https://www.altipeaksecurity.com/partners

+

Elevate your service or software by becoming our valued partner 
and unlock its full potential

Harness Safewalk's features and functionality to address 
your specific needs and your customers' use cases

Benefits for MSPs: By becoming our MSP partner, you can take 
advantage of several key benefits to grow your business:

Differentiate
Provide your customers with cutting-edge, seamless access and transaction security 
solutions, for all scenarios and user profiles

Build trust and loyalty with your customers using your brand

+

Enhance the solution and adapt it to your needs using a full set of role-based OAuth2 
RESTful APIs and mobile SDKs 

We provide our partners with a consumption-based 
model that offers high margins and the flexibility to 
seamlessly align with your business model, allowing 
for progressive scaling

 Dedicated support throughout the integration and 
running phases

Agile development and customization options to meet 
your needs
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+ Full control and adaptability 

With Safewalk Multi-tenant platform, you can streamline infrastructure and manage 
hundreds of customers from a centralized dashboard

+ Reduce operational overhead and cost


